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THE OBJECT of this paper is to prove some general theorems on the existence of families 
of elements in the homotopy groups of spheres, and deduce from these a best possible 
result on the sphere of origin of the elements with nontrivial e-invariant in the p-primary 
component for p > 2. Recall [l] that e : G, + Q/Z, where G, is the stable r-stem and that 
G, z (Im J) 0 (ker e), for p > 2. We conjecture that the elements constructed are in the 
image of the stable J-homomorphism. This is true mod p. 
Let {A, B} denote the set of stable homotopy classes of maps from A to B. If CC E (A, B4} 
where B4 is a Moore space of homological dimension q, we write czt for any desuspension 
of CL to a map CI, : Srm4A + B. If such an c(, exists we will say that a exists on B,. If 
u E {BP, B4} write /aI = p - q. 
Throughout this paper, a : Sp + Sq will be a fixed map and we will pick a fixed homotopy 
H : mcL N 0, where the order of CI divides m. We assume m and lcll = p - q are both odd. 
THEOREM 5.4. With the above assumptions there exist maps z(r) : Sr(iai+l)+q-l + Sq such 
that 
(1) ma(r) N 0 
(2) cl(l) = a 
(3) (I + sMr>2,44 = 0 
(4) 4r + s& E I@),, ml, c@)> 
(5) r4r + s)2q E {(r + s)4r)2q, 4s), ml> 
THEOREM 5.8, With the above assumptions, suppose c(~+~ = n/3 where n is odd. Choose 
a homotopy R : rnnfl N 0 and define j?(s) as above. Then there exists y : St--* S2q+k such that 
my = P(m)2q+k, where t = m(lal + 1) + 2q + k - 1. Furthermore, fy belongs to the Toda 
bracket: 
(alq+k 9 (:i,)y (mm 4, B(m - 2)  
THEOREM 6.1. In addition to the above assumptions assume q is odd. If m E 3(mod 9) 
assume (S2c()a, = 0 where GIN E n,+,(P+‘) is any element of order 3. Then there exist 
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elements a(‘) in the m’(lcrl + 1) - 1 stem on Sq+‘(q-l) and extensions di(‘) : Y,,,+ ,) + Sq+t(q-‘) 
such that 
(a) c&O) = a 
(b) ma(‘)(r) = Sq-‘a(‘-‘)(rm) 
where Y (,,++ 1fis a Moore space with attaching map m’+‘l. 
In the p-component, p > 2 the only stems in which the e-invariant could possibly be non- 
. 
zero are those of the form 2k(p - 1) - 1, and there it takes on values - i zJ7p’-’ 1 k. 
MAIN THEOREM 6.2. In the 2k(p - 1) - 1 stem of the component, p > 2, there exist 
elements CI such that e(a) = - $ (mod Z) on S”+’ but not on S2’ ifp’-’ 1 k. 
The nonexistence of these elements on S2’ has been proven by P. Hoffman [2,3] using 
K-theory. 
It is not hard to show that these elements are stably in the image of J mod P. 
I would like to thank Professor M. G. Barratt and Professor P. Hoffman for many 
helpful conversations. Many of the ideas in this paper are rooted in their work. In particular 
Professor Barratt suggested that the constructions in Theorem 5.4 could be done in general 
and has independently proved a similar theorem. 
This paper is organized as follows. $2 contains constructions of multiplications in 
Moore spaces. 53 contains an analysis of self maps of Moore spaces. $4 analyses some 
algebraic identities. $5 makes the constructions, and $6 is the conclusion. 
Let Y&) be a space consisting of three cells in dimension 0, n, and n + 1, where the 
(n + 1)-cell is attached by a map of degree m. Choose K(Z,,, , n) to be an Eilenberg-MacLane 
space so that Y&,, is the (n + 2) skeleton. Define maps i, : S” + Y&) and fl,, : Y&, --, S”+’ 
via the Barratt-Puppe sequence, and define j, = (- 1)“~“. Then Sj, = j,, 1. Let t : Y&,,,,, + 
Y&, and t : Y&,, --f Y&,ms, be the restrictions of the coefficient homomorphisms, 
K(Z,,, , n) + K(Z, , n) and K(Z, , n) + K(Z,,, , n) 
given the natural maps Z,,,,. + Z,,, and Z,,, + Z,,,,. . Let T be the factor switching map. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If m is odd, and s + t > 2, there exist maps: 
cll;j : y;m, # y;,, --t yg; 
,u;;n; : rg + 1 + ysm, # Y&, 
such that 
i,# 1 
ii”) : S” # Y&, - 
lb, t 
y&I,, # ytm., - y 
s-f-t 
Cm) 
and 
l#it ‘- 
A$“,’ : Y&,, # S’ - 
Pr, f 
Y&l) # YL) - (m) 
ys+t 
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are homotopy equivalences, and the following diagrams commute up to homotopy: 
1 #it 
S” # Y’ - S” # s 
(4 
03 
m 
W 
(F) 
W 
(-Iyr i.,+t 
G 
Y' # S” y.SSf , 
Y'+s # Y' 
Jb+,, t 
~ yr+s+t 
! I i,, .# 1 i,, s+t 1 #Ps, f 
S’# Y" # Y’- s # Ys+r 
Y S+f 
I- 
mm’) -2 y;,, 
p i r jr 
m’r 
y+‘-+ sr+1 
p. I 
ys+t+ 1 
- Y" # Y' 
I -1 A#1 
ys+r+ 1 
i,+l,t I 
- ss+ 1 # Y' 
p t 
ys+t+ 1 
- Y"# Y' 
(-IF I I l#jt 
ys+t+ 1 
A.,t+l 
t-- Y” # S’+’ 
p’+s’ f 
Y r+s+r+ 1 - yr+s # Y’ 
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(I) The composite Y 3 2 Y’ # Y 1 fi.3 Y2 is inessential. 
(J) 
t I- 
(mm’) - ynm~) ?F$nm~) 
I - l#f 
qm7f) 79 y;m, 
I+\ 1 ?#l 
s+f+ 1 y(m) - qll, # qlt) 
commutes if nz’ is odd. In these diagrams Y’ = Y;,,,, . 
Proof. The external cup product : 
K(Z,,s)#K(Z,,t)~K(Z,,s+~) 
upon restriction to Yt,,,,, # Yfm, yields a map P~,~ (m). Let a,, and pa, be generators of 
H*( YS,, ; Z,,,) where b is the Bockstein of the sequence 0 -Z, -Z,, -,Z, --f 0. Then 
(pL,, )*(a,+,) = a, 0 a, and 
(p(,, t)*(Ba,+ t) = Pa, 0 a, + (- 1)X 0 Ba, 
Let F,‘“,’ be the fiber of pi:‘. Since [F~$)]s+‘+’ M Y$/+l we may choose &,\ so that 
(/$$*((Pa, 0 Ba,) = pa,+ f + 1 
W ‘>*#‘a, 0 a,) = (- l)S+tas+t+l, and 
W’)*(a,O!W = a,+,+,. 
Also @)*(a,) = a,, and (!)*(a,) = m’a, . 
Now we observe that ii:> and AI”‘,’ induce isomorphisms in cohomology, and (A)-(H) , 
commute in cohomology. This is sufficient to construct homotopies since m and m’ are 
odd. Now (I) follows, since if it fails we may replace $, ’ by (1 - (iI # l)(pr, 1)}$V1 with- 
out disturbing (A)-(H). Finally, (J) follows for cohomology reasons again. 
§3 
We will now assume for the rest of the paper that m is odd. We will consider [ YSm,, Y&,1, 
the set of homotopy classes of maps from Yt,,,, to Yfm, . This is an abelian group for s > 1. 
P. Hoffman [2,4] constructs a derivation D : [ Ys,, , Y&,,,] + [ Y$T, Y[,$:,‘], namely: 
DeJnition 3.1. Let f : Y&,, -+ Y;,,, . Then D(f) is represented by the composition 
ys+z (m) fi"" , Y"# y' f#l , y’# yl h91 , yt+1 
THEOREM 3.2 (Hoffman). D Preserves homotopy classes, D(Sf) = SD(f), D is a homo- 
morphism for s > 2. Furthermore: 
(a) If(m, 3) = 1, 0’ =0 
(b) D(k) = D(f) 0 S2g + (- 1) ‘%fo D(g) 
Define Cr, for CY : Sp + 9, by: 
This defines a homomorphism: rcp(S4) + [Y&j ‘, Y&,1 for p > 2. Define 6 = i. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. I__ tn is odd, m + 3(mod 9), then D2 = 0. If m is odd, m = 3(mod 9>, 
+_ D2(f) = If, El] =f& - Elf, w h ere a, E G, is the first of order 
Proof. Consider diagram 
This commute if + 3(mod rrr odd. m = 9), it not commute and 
the between the is zki,+,+,or,j,. j, # . The can be for the 
diagram involving /.P “s. 
consider the 
since k, s is l = 0 D2 = 0 if m $ 3 (mod 9). If m z 3(mod 9), a diagram chase easily gives 
the commutator f;,. - CLJ 
Returning to the general case, define 01 A 1 as the composite 
i,! a#1 
Y&y - sp # r;,, - 
i,, J 
sq # qm, - y4+1 (ml 
This determines a homomorphism x,(S4) + [ Y(,,,, p+l, YTG’]. Clearly 1 A 1 = 1 and S(ctr\ 1) = 
S’u A 1. Suppose mu = 0 in 7cp(S4). Choose a homotopy H : met N 0. This determines an 
extension di : Y&, 
0 . . . 
+Sqof~.Definecc=z,a: Y,&) + Y;l,,, . Clearly S& = (Soi) and Sci = (Sk). 
Although we will be working with a fixed homotopy H, we wili speak of the indeterminacy 
of di and d to reflect its dependence on H. Thus the indeterminacy of B is {xj,} and that ci is 
(5) where x varies over rrp+i(Sg). Define bi = -D(2). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. (a) D(E) = --CIA 1 
(b) j,+r dip+2 = S2cr. 
Proof. for (a) consider the diagram: 
p-l, 1 
yp+l Z#l 
- yp--l # y’ -, 
1’ 
Y”# y' pgaJ , yq+, 
-i,i 
ip-i#l 
‘1/-/11 
i,# 1 
iP# Y' Or#l + 
f‘7. 1 
-+ SY# Y' 
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this commutes by (E). For (b) consider the diagram: 
I@. ' -;#I i,#l 
yp+2 ___f Y”# Y’-----+ S”# Y’ A Y4# Y’ 
-l#j, 
I 
SPf2 
i,#l\ 4 
-----+ YP # s2 -+ fp+2 f_ 
1 sn 
v 
sp+2 
which follows from (A), (B), (C) and (F). 
Note that the indeterminacy of d is {XA l} where x varies over zP+r(Sq). 
Given mappingsf: Yfm, + Y&, , g : Y$,, -+ Y&) ’ we write V;g], the grade commutator, 
for the difference 
fg - (- 1)‘f’ ‘“‘gf 
We write v,glt to indicate this on S’ when it is defined on S’. 
PROPOSITION 3.5 If a : Sp + Sq, g : Y& -+ Y& then [a A l,gJ,+,, = 0. 
Proqf. Consider a # g : S p # Y p’ -+ Sq # Y q’. This factors two ways : 
l#Ll O#l 
s* # YP’ - SP# Y4” S4# Yq’ 
c#l 
SP# YP“ 
l#g 
sq # Y”’ - sq # Yq 
Since 1 # g = Sg, we consider, for example aq # 1,. . By (A) and (B): 
i-1 
yp+p* llrn a#1 - sp # Yp’ 
i.7, p _+ S4 # yp’ -, y!i+ P’ 
commutes. 
Hence 
Similarly 
a4 # l,, = (aq # l,,_& I\ 1 = (- l)(p’-l)(P-q)Sp’-la~ 1. 
a4 # l,, = (-1)(4’-l)(P_q)Sq’--a* 1. 
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Hence 
(_ ~)bIw-9’)~P(g) o sd- 1 (a A 1) N SP’_‘(c( A 1) 0 P(g). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let ~1: S p -t Sq and ma N 0. Then: 
(a) oi6 = E 
(b) 6ci = 0 
(c) S(cr A 1) = s(as) + (- l)‘% = [&6],+, 
Note that the left hand side of(c) is independent of H. 
Proof. The first two equations are clear. To prove the latter, observe 
a A 1 = -D(a) = -D(S) 
= I96 + (- l)P-qS(d) 
and 0 = D(0) = D(S) 
= -S20i+6d 
hence s(Cr A 1) = s(&) + (- 1)'-'6d 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let a : SP -+ Sq and ma N 0. Then: 
(4 G,+4 = 8zq+ 18’ if Ial ‘p-q isodd 
(b) &zq+ ,6 + dzq+ r&’ N 242q+ ,661 if 1x1 = p - q is euen 
Proof. By 3.5 [&aA1]2q+1 = 0, i.e., d2q+,a~1p+q+2 = c1~1,,+~~,+,+~. Now CIA 1, = 
[d,6], for s 2 q + 2. Hence the equations are valid. 
In order to develop relations like these on earlier spheres, we must replace the last 
61 by di. 
PROPOSITION 3.8 Let 0: : Sp --) Sq, mu N 0 
(a) dig6 = clqj 
(b) jq+# = sq+z 
(C) gzq(a A 1) = a,,4 
(d) { 1 - (- 1)p-q}d2q 6d 2: di2, 86 
Pro05 (a) is clear. To prove (b) consider the diagram: 
pP, 1 -i#q 
yp+2 -+ YP# Y’ -+ S4# Y’ 
i,# 1 
-+ YP# Y’ 
-l#jt 1 #iI i9,l I%, 1 
” 
yp+2 
A,, z y oa#l + \ 
- Y’# s2 ---f S”+2 
,q+1 
~ + ;,+I 
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which follows from (F), (A) and (C). To prove (c) consider the diagram: 
l#i I 
YZP -S'# YP - 9; SQ 
1 
a#l=(-l)q(P-4)@2q 
S"# sq 
by the diagram of 3.5. To prove (d) observe that 
c&4 6& = cx,,jd = cQ,d = &,(a A 1) 
= di,,(& + (- l)(p-%d) 
Here we consider the consequences of 3.7 (b) and 3.8 (d). 
PROPOSITION 4.1 In an additive category, the relation 
x26 + 6x2 = 2X6X 
implies 
(A, J(r + s)x’dx’ = rx’+‘6 + s&s?+“, r,s 2 0 
These relations, together with 
2y6x = yx6 
imply 
(B,, J(r + s)~x’-~&? = ryx’+‘-l6, r 2 1, s 2 0 
Proof. To prove (A, S), first we show that A,_,, S and A,_,, S imply A,, 5 for r 22. 
Observe that 
&?+s = s(2x6x - xzJ}Y+S-2 
= 2$&‘+s--l - s9&Y/+s-2 
By assumption, 
and 
(r + s - 1)x’-‘GXS = sBY+~-~ + (r - I)x~+~-~B 
hence 
(r + s - 2)x’-‘6x’ = sSY+S-2 + (r - 2)x’+“-26 
SW +s = 2(r + s - l)xr&9 - 2(r - l)Y+‘S 
-(r + s - 2)x’W + (r - 2)Y+“6 
= (r + s)Xr&? - rY+“6. 
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To complete the proof we must prove (A,, ,). By reasoning analogous to the above, (A,, s_ 1) 
and (A,, s_2) imply&, J for s 2 2. Now (A,, ,) follows by induction since (A,, 0) and 
(A,, 1) are clearly true. 
To prove (II,,,) we first show that (Br_I,s) and (B,.-2,s) imply (B,,,) for r 2 3: 
(r + s)J.x~-~~x~ = yxrm3(2x6x - 6x2)x” 
= 2yxr-2a3+1 _ yxr-3dx~+2 
= 2(r - I)JJx’+~-~B - (r - ~)J.Jx’+~-~~ 
= ryxrfs-rd 
We must now prove (B,,,) and (B,,,). To prove (B,, ,), observe, by induction, that: 
x”6 = y{sx6x”-’ - (s - 1)6.9} 
= syx&9- l - (s - l)J&? 
= 2sy6x’ - (s - l)y6x” 
= (s + l)y&? 
To prove (B,, ,), by induction again, observe that: 
2yxSf’G = 2y{(s + 1)X6X” - s&?+‘} 
= 2(s + l)yx6x” - 2sJGxF+’ 
= 2(s + 1)yxdx” - syx6xS 
= (s + 2)yx6x’ 
Hence we are done. 
§5 
In order to continue, we must settle on a definition for Toda Brackets. This is primarily 
a question of signs and style. Let C Y be the unreduced cone on Y, and Z ug C Y the mapping 
coneofamapg: Y+Z. 
Dejnition 5.1. Let Z 8 Y c X be maps and spaces. A coextension off, f' : SX+ 
Z ug C Y is a mapping associated with a homotopy H : gf = 0, defined as follows : 
fw) = 
1 
(f(x),1 - 2t) E CY t 5 4 
H(x,2t - 1) E Z t2+ 
where H(x,O) = gf(x), H(x,l) = *. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let f” : SX-tZ u, CY be a lifting of SL and suppose gf N 0. Then 
S(f”) : S 2 X -+ S(Z ug C Y) = SZ vss CS Y is homotopic to a coextension qf S “f. 
Proof. This follows from the assertions: 
(1) The indeterminacy of the set of coextensions is [SX,Z]. 
(2) Since gf z 0, there exists a coextension off and hence a coextension f IN of Sf which 
is a suspension. 
(3) Let p :Z ug CY+ SY. Since p(f” -f”‘) N 0 there is a coextension @: S2X-+ 
sz 1: SY u, C(Z vg CY) off” -f lll. 
(4) Thusf” = f 111 modulo [S2X,SZ], hencef” is homotopic to a coextension. 
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DeJinition 5.3. Let Z 2 Y 2 Xc W be spaces and maps. Assume Z = S” or Y&, for 
some n and m. Then (h,g,f} is the (possibly empty) set of all composites: 
h’ 
z+----- y “g 
\li h 
Y 
l)“_’ 
-SW 
where h’ is an extension of h andf’ is a coextension off. It is also the set of all (- I)‘%“, 
X 
where g’ is an extension of g and h” is an extension of hg’. 
Remark: With these definitions S{h,gf,} c {Sh,Sg,Sf}. Also this agrees with Toda’s 
definition up to sign. 
THEOREM 5.4. With the assumptions of $1, there exists maps: 
c((r) : #l.l+l)+q--l _+ s4 
such that: (1) m&(r) N 0 
(2) a(1) = tl 
(3) (r + +4r)2q 4s) = 0 
(4) a(r + Gq E Ms)q9 ml, 4r)l 
(3 rafr + &, E {(r + +4r)2q~ 44, ml* 
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Proof. Define cc(r) =di,&‘-‘i. (1) is clear since mi N 0. (2) is clear. To prove (3), note: 
(r + s)u(r)2q CL(S) = (r + s)& a *‘-lj~~S”-lj 
= (r + s)B2,dr-‘6f9si 
D 
= rcizq ct A’+s-‘6i by 4.1. 
= 0 since 6i = 0 
To prove (4) write a(r + s& = (~?,&~-‘)(&~i) and consider the diagram: 
( - 1)4-‘&‘i is a coextension since it is a suspension. TO prove (5), consider the diagram: 
_ S(r+s)(P-q+ 1)+&r--2 
The lower triangle commutes ince: 
(r + ~)di~~&~-~iW-~ = (r + s)di2,d-‘d8” 
= r~2q&r+s-1~ 
= r&& &‘+‘-lij 
Given /3 : S” + S’, rnnfl N 0. Choose such a homotopy and define : BY&,,,, + S”. Let 
f : Yfm, --f Y&“) be as in 2. Let CI = nj?. Define d = fit. This is justified since dii = a. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Suppose m and n are odd. Then z/l = af. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
‘&A, 
YSm’n”, 
;#I 
+ 
t 
-Y”n’;#~&O 1 S’ :p:.., 
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The result is clear since it is easy to see that the top and bottom compositions represent j3 
and c1 respectively. The left pentagon commetes by (J). 
COROLLARY 5.6. Suppose CI N np with m and n odd. Choose di and /I? so that d N Bt. 
Then u(s) N n/3(s). 
Proof. # = $“i. c((s) N j&“$ N j$% = nj/Fi = n/?(s). 
Note. Having choosen ji we may choose b by compiling the homotopies mn/? 1: mcu 1: 0. 
Then jr N di. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Using the homotopy of 5.4 (l), define cI(r). Then a(r)(s) = cI(rs) if: 
(a) m $ 3(mod 9) 
or (b) (S2a)a, = 0 where a, E ~c~+~(s~+‘) has order 3. 
Proof. D(d) = D2(oi) = 0 in case (a) and in case (b) it is [El@] = dE, =ZE’ = 0. Now 
we are given b(r) = d&‘-‘. In either case (a) or (b), D(d) = 0 so$) = Didi = D(d&‘-‘) = 
n 
&‘. Hence u(r)’ = 6? and we are done. 
THEOREM 5.8. With the assumption of $1, suppose np = czq+k where n is odd. Choose a 
homotopy R : mnfl N 0 and define b(s) as above. Then there exists y : SZm(lai+1)‘2q+k-1 + 
S2q’k such that my = P(m)2q+k ; furthermore + y belongs to the Toda Bracket: 
Proof. Consider the Toda bracket 
{& 2q+k,2@p - Bf6,iV2i} 
where 6 : Y(,,) --f Y(,,,, fl : Ycmn, + Yc,,,, and B : Ycm, -+ Y(,,,, . The main problem will be, 
to show that this is defined i.e., 
(1) 
(2) 
LEMMA 5.9. Let x : SP + Sq, kx N 0, and y : Y&) + S’. Then 
y,+,(.M - sa) = (- l)(S-t-l)(P--q)Xt+qy 
Proof. y,+,W - W = yt+q(S(Xh 1)) 
= (- l)(s--l)(p-q)(lq # yr)(xq # 13 
= (- l)(s-l)(p-Q)(xq # yt) 
= (- l)(s-l)(p--q)(xq # l)(l # yt) 
= (_l)(s-wP-q)Xq+fy. 
Proofof( Let x = Pq+kT y = q_ di t and k = mn in 5.9. Then 
0 
a2q+k t(fls - @) = P2q+ki! 
Now 0 aZq+k@j = a2q+kB 
= d2q+k B 
= a,q+k@ by ‘3) 
= Zq+k&i B 
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hence 
Proof of (2). 
(2f15~-~ - &@~-‘i) = $28jF1 - ~~~-2)i 
= I( -(m - 2)6/F’ $ (m - l)j%5~-2)i 
= t<p-‘6)i 
= 0 since m = 0 in Y(,, . 
Nowli,q+, PE-{mroi _ _ , 2q+k ,2t6j? - &a). This follows from the diagram: 
(-1)” 
Y2p+k - y 
KYi2”‘*’ 
2ptk - - 
WI (nr) 
,yl;m:Y+k--1 ----f y;&+k-l 
(-1p-G 
\I 
j 
sQ+k 
since &(24 - a$?> = 2$6/I - ffi% 
= $$” 
Consequently P(m)2,+k E - {m,di2,+k ,2@J - &t6}p-2i 
= m(b,,+, ,2@fi - b?$p-2i} 
pick y such that my = /?(m>2,+k. 
ItisnothardtoseethatyE+(a2~+~.(;?Pm~),(mnr,a),B(m-2))wherebythiswe 
mean a bracket 
S24+k~j_Sp+4+kfSv(-m)s2ptkV sptqtk<@"n,a) S2ptk,!(m-2) sm(p-qtl)+Zqtk-1 
suitably defined. As this is not essential, we omit the proof. 
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THEOREM 6.1. With the assumption of $1, suppose that q is odd, and ifm E 3(mod 9), 
(S’cr)c~ = 0 where a, E ‘II p+5(Sp’2) has order 3. Define a(r) as in $5. Then there exist elements 
~6’) in the m’(lal + 1) - 1 stem on S4ft(q-1) and extensions c$‘) : Ycmr+,, + Sqtf(qml) such 
that: 
(a) LX(‘) = CI 
(b) m&)(r) = Sq-l~(t-‘)(rm) 
Proof. We construct CL (Q by induction on t. Suppose we have constructed c&‘-‘I. Apply 
5.8 with /I = c&‘-‘)(r), n = m’-‘, k = (t - l)(q - l), and a = cc(m’-‘r)y Then there exists y 
with my = ~(m),+f~q_-l~fl = CL(t-‘)(r)(m)q+t(q-l)+l. Since q + t(q - 1) + 1 is even 3cz(‘) such 
that SC&~) = y and mu(‘) = Sq-‘a(‘-‘) (r)(m), Now if m’ = 3(mod 9). t = 1; hence c&-‘)(r)(m) 
= u(r)(m) = oz(rm) since (S%)cr, N 0. If m’ + =(mod 9) this equation is still valid and we 
are done. 
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THEOREM 6.2. In the p-component, p > 2, there exist elements a such that e(cc) E -i 
mod Z on Szs+l but not on Szs in the 2k(p - 1) - 1 stem wherep”-’ 1 k. 
Proof. Let u1 : S 2p + S 3 be the element of order p as well as the first element in the 
image of .I. By [l] e(a) F -i (mod Z). Construct q(r) by Theorem 5.4. Then q(r + s) E 
{a, (s), pl, q(r)}. By Theorem 5.3 of [l], e(crl(r)) = - j (mod Z). Now E(rp’) = pfdr)(rpf) 
where r is prime top. Hence e(d”(rp’)) = - -& (mod Z) and &)(rp’) exists on Szct+l)+l. 
P 
The converse was proven by Hoffman [2,3]. 
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